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For more information, lookup the model number using the first two letters of the serial number. The manufacturer instructions
provide the name of the brand of the lighter, which may help differentiate it from others. St Dupont lighters have a hand stamped
serial number. As with all genuine Dupont products, the serial number is hand stamped. . Are there any other brands that use serial
numbers like the Dupont? For example, did Carita make lighters like this? Dupont lighters are extremely rare so finding a duplicate
is difficult. Find the correct Dupont lighter, right here. If you are one of the fortunate few who has a Dupont lighter, you might be

interested in a Dupont remanufactured lighter. Your Dupont remanufactured lighter could be worth hundreds, or even thousands, of
dollars. So what do you need to be sure that you are actually getting one? To be sure you are getting a genuine Dupont lighter, you
need to make sure that the serial number is the "check" number, the number that is hand stamped on the outside of the body of the
lighter. If the lighter has a Dupont check number, you know that it is real. If the number is any of the below, you know it is fake.

These numbers are used only on genuine Dupont lighters. If you are familiar with other brands of lighters, ask your question below
and comment them down if they are in the list or add them. These other brands of lighters can be fake Dupont. Also, ask what I
found above about Dupont lighters, as I got more than I was expecting. Overall, the quality seems fine, but the only sure way to

know is with the serial number check. Note: Doing research with the serial number is the way to go, as many manufacturers in this
case only use this number and don't even register their lighters. So if you didn't get the first check number, it most likely means that

they used a fake one. Always verify the serial number to ensure that your lighter is genuine and is worth the price. Lighter serial
number - From your serial number, you can know the year it was made and certain features of the product. In this serial number,
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you can view the date of the lighters, this serial number is the "Basic" serial number. It has the tool (FT) on the bottom, a Star II F9
on the top. How can I find serial
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St Dupont Lighter Serial Number Check

This is my first time here.. I have to check out my Dupont lighter...Nov 23, 2017 · By: Michael L. Rau Because of the pushbutton
and change blade assembly, it is very difficult to place a serial number on this lighter. It is also not . St Dupont Lighter Serial

Number Check The operator had changed blades and the lighter would not light up. After a couple of days of waiting for the parts
to come in, it had worn out . St Dupont Lighter Serial Number Check Hey, I have a du Pont Lighter Serial number.. Only a few
came on the correct type, others have change blades etc. Apr 21, 2018 I have a Dupont model K1-1EZ-B which does not have a
serial number. I was wondering if anyone has obtained a serial number for it. June 11, 2019 I have a St. Dupont lighter. I do not

know if there is a serial number on it. Can anyone tell me if there is a serial number on it? Jun 15, 2019 St. Dupont Lighter Serial
Number Check Well, I have a similar design serial number if you can recall on my lighter. If you can send it to me that would be
appreciated! Oct 7, 2019 I have a lighter I purchased at the end of 2017 without the name on it I could only tell it was St. Dupont
just because of the design. I was wondering if I could check the serial number to see if it matches. Oct 28, 2019 a request from a

recent visitor who said she had a St. Dupont lighter, but didn't know what it was. She also didn't know what the serial number might
look like. Mar 25, 2020 I purchased a used St. Dupont/Hakken lighter from a neighbor several years ago.. The metal barrel is

striped with "DC" and along the top of the barrel is "DC". I was. What is the serial number on a St. Dupont lighter?... But I also
need the serial number on my antique St. Dupont. Thanks. Jan 3, 2020 Hi, I have a St. Dupont model 5F-40C. I was wondering if

there was a way to find out the serial number on the lighter. Dec 14, 2019 I have a lighter made in the mid 1920's that is
3da54e8ca3
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